Regulation on the aggregation-induced emission (AIE) of DNA-templated silver nanoclusters by BSA and its hydrolysates.
The aggregation-induced emission (AIE) phenomenon of the metal nanoclusters (NCs) has been discovered quite recently, which is considered to be creative to improve the optical properties of NCs upon ligand aggregation. In the present study, we report an AIE system for double-stranded DNA-templated silver nanoclusters (AgNCs-dsDNA) by using bovine serum albumin (BSA) in solution, which induce a moderate emission enhancement of AgNCs (5-fold) and a blue-shift through a loosen interaction. In addition, significant luminescence enhancement (30-fold) is further stimulated by the addition of digestive enzyme to the system by altering the surface structure of the aggregated particles. The processes are observed directly through transmission electron microscopy (TEM), where the dispersed AgNCs spheres are aggregated in a large incompact sheet-like film by BSA; while further trypsin addition lead them into larger particles (>50nm) with higher density. And the intrinsic mechanism is explained well by UV-vis absorption and time-resolved luminescence spectra. The observed luminescence enhancement in step-II is attributed to the AIE through stronger interaction between the hydrolysates of BSA and the ligand dsDNA. Therefore, the optical properties of AgNCs-dsDNA are regulated well by the addition of BSA and trypsin in different amounts, which relates directly to the degree of aggregation and can be extended to other metal nanoclusters by employing the pairs of protein and related enzyme.